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Summary

RC4

Fault attacks on RC4

A simple fault attack

An alternative fault attack



RC4
Internal state

Two bytes i and j.

An array S[0..255] of bytes representing a 
permutation of the set of 256 bytes.

Key schedule

Set S to a “random” permutation using the 
key.

(i,j)=(0,0)



RC4 output
One step

i++

j += S[i]

Swap S[i] and S[j]

Output S[S[i]+S[j]]

Remarks

i is always known, j is “random”.

0 or 2 elements of S are changed at each step.
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i j



Fault attacks
Introduced in 1996 by Boneh-DeMillo-Lipton for 
public-key cryptosystems.

Applied to block ciphers by Biham-Shamir in 1997.

At CHES ‘04, Hoch and Shamir studied the case of 
stream ciphers, including RC4. 

Fault attacks assume that the attacker may affect 
the internal state, such as setting certain memory 
locations to random values.

Certain fault attacks have been implemented on 
smart-cards.



Impossible states in RC4

A class of impossible states was discovered by 
Finney (1994): j=i+1 and S[j]=1.

Finney states are preserved: if RC4 is in an F-
state, prior and future states are F-states too.

The key schedule makes such states impossible. 
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F-states disclose S

Every 255 steps, S is rotated by one byte, 
and the index of the output byte repeats.

The 255 streams received by taking every 
255’th output byte are copies of the 
internal state: the state is easy to recover!
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Impossible?

Fault attacks can make the impossible possible! 

By inducing faults we may reach F-states:

Faults can be injected to i or to j or to S[i+1] 
(i is always known if never faulted).

Probability to fall in a F-state: 2−16



Recognizing F-states
After inducing a fault, how does one know if 
RC4 is in an F-state or not? How many output 
bytes are needed?

We need about 30 bytes in practice by 
looking at collisions among output bytes:

In a non F-state, collisions should happen 
after 20 bytes (birthday paradox).

For F-states, it should be around 80, 
because in 255 consecutive steps, the 
index S[i]+S[j] takes distinct values.



The Impossible Fault Attack

Induce a fault on i or j.

After about 30 bytes, check if we are in a F-
state: if not, start again. Otherwise, wait for a 
couple more bytes to recover the internal state.

In total, this needs: 216faults,221output bytes,28space.



A Differential Fault 
Analysis of RC4

Each step of RC4 accesses at most 3 bytes of the S array, those of 
index i, j and S[i]+S[j].

This suggests the following:

Run RC4 256 steps, and keep the output stream T.

For each m between 0 and 255, rerun RC4 30 steps with one 
fault in S[m] at the beginning, and keep the stream T(m).

The first byte of the 256 streams will be equal to that of T, 
except for 3 streams. This discloses the set {i, j, S[i]+S[j]}, but 
i is already known: there remains to distinguish j and S[i]+S[j]. 
We make successive guesses, which will be checked by looking at 
the streams. 



Cascade Guessing
Let (i,j) be the values before the RC4 step. 

Let (i’,j’) be the values after.

Assume that (i,j) and the output byte S[S[i’]+S[j’]] 
are known. Then i’ is known.

Assume that one has guessed the values of both j’ 
and S[i’]+S[j’].

Because j’ = j+S[i’], we know S[i’], therefore S[j’].

Hence three entries of S are revealed, those of 
(known) indices i’, j’ and S[i’]+S[j’].



The attack
Denote by i(n) and j(n) the value before the n-th step. We know i(1) and j(1).

Look at the 1st byte of all T(m)’s: guess j(2) and S[i(2)+j(2)]. This discloses 3 
entries of S.

Look at the 2nd byte of all T(m)’s, guess j(3) and S[i(3)+j(3)]. This discloses 3 
additional entries of S.

Repeat until, say, the 7th byte.

After enough bytes, if a guess was incorrect, one candidate entry (p,S[p]) is 
likely to be of the form (p,q) where q collided with a previous candidate entry: 
q=S[p’] where p≠p’. This enables to get rid of most wrong guesses, which 
discloses many entries of S.

However, as we look further and further away from the 1st byte, parasites 
arise, which makes guessing more and more difficult. To solve this problem, we 
can create new faults at a different time, in the same way.

Once enough entries of S have been recovered, we can compute the rest.  



Conclusion
The simplicity of RC4 makes it weak against 
fault attacks.

We presented two new fault attacks.

Attacks Faults Output 
bytes Rekeyings Time Space

HoSh04 2
16
2
26
2
16
2
26
2
16

New 1 2
16
2
21 - online 2

8

New 2 2
10
2
16

2
10
2
16
2
10


